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from many data sets, arousing widespread
distrust. Public red team/blue team debates
examining such data adjustments could clarify the reasons for those adjustments.
In 2016, climate scientist Michael Mann
co-authored a paper, “Science and the Public:
Debate, Denial, and Skepticism” correctly
arguing that “science is debate” and “public
debate and skepticism are essential to a functioning democracy.” But schizophrenically,
Mann opposed red team/blue team debates as
a “disinformation campaign aimed at confusing the public and policymakers.”
Mistrust for Michael Mann and his colleagues in the “high CO2 sensitivity and catastrophic climate change” school of thought
increased as they campaigned to denigrate
skeptics as deniers or contrarians who can’t
publish in peer-reviewed journals. Simultaneously, however, Mann worked to suppress
skeptical publications. Two Harvard astrophysicists, Dr. Soon and Dr. Baliunas, published a peer-reviewed paper synthesizing 240
scientific papers and suggested recent temperatures are similar to the Medieval Warm Period. With his hypotheses threatened by such
research, Mann railed, “The peer-review
process at Climate Research [the journal] has
been hijacked by a few skeptics.”
Trying to suppress skeptical science publications, he emailed colleagues: “I think we
have to stop considering Climate Research as a
legitimate peer-reviewed journal. Perhaps we
should encourage our colleagues in the climate research community to no longer submit to, or cite papers in, this journal.” They
then discussed how to rid any editors tolerant
of skeptical arguments to prevent further
skeptical publications.
Undeniably, some climate scientists have
been covertly marginalizing honest skeptical
scientists. Trust the science, but only when it
agrees with their hypotheses. They have
argued not debating skeptics because “debate
actually gives alternative views credibility.”
But the scientific process demands thoroughly examining alternative explanations. It is the
rigorous vetting by rivals that makes science
trustworthy. Such biased gatekeeping erodes
public trust. Hopefully, developing transparent public red team/blue team debates can
restore our trust and more accurately guide
public policies. n
Jim Steele is director emeritus of San Francisco
State U’s Sierra Nevada Field Campus and
author of “Landscapes and Cycles: An Environmentalist’s Journey to Climate Skepticism.”
Contact: naturalclimatechange@earthlink.net.
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Jump for Joy
We got service!
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very May for more than 40 years
the Peterson family of Big Hole
Valley, Mont., has been moving cattle
16 miles from the home ranch to their
Saginaw Mountain forest permit.
Four months later, in September, they
have a three-day gather in the remote
area and begin moving cows and
calves back to their cow camp and
eventually home again.
Everyone rides like crazy, making
trip after trip up and down the mountain. If you are old enough to ride, you
are old enough to gather. Even friends

and cousins from as far away as Minnesota come to help.
Three days in the backcountry can
be tough on teenagers used to a cell
signal or WiFi 24/7. When they arrive
at the Davis Cow Camp, the very first
thing they do after caring for their
horses and mules is climb the roof of
the ancient barn and check out signal
availability. I was lucky enough to
catch their jump for joy. I couldn’t
help but feel blessed that I didn’t have
to pick up the pieces. n
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